REBEL MODELS OVER THE YEARS
Second Edition
By Mark Quiniff
Assisted by Doug Blewitt And Jim Quiniff
This article is primarily intended to help identify a particular model of a Rebel and
possibly determine its age. It may also serve to help owners understand the particular
construction details of their boats to assist in maintenance and repairs. This article is
based primarily from my recollection of boats and events over the years, including first
hand observation, reading and reviewing records available to me, and hearing various
“sea stories”. Doug Blewitt has provided invaluable assistance on the same basis.
Additional information and photos can be obtained from various articles, brochures and
Rebel Rabble issues, much of which is archived on the website. It is important to note
that over the years, there have been some dramatic variations in boats. One design
specifications were not even established until 1960 by the National Rebel Class
Association (NRCA). Construction practices, designs and even significant specifications
have changed, often without notice or formal documentation. This is our attempt to help
provide some of that documentation. Certainly, if I have made any errors or you have
additional information, please let me know. Please note that the original edition of this
article contained some errors and to the extent that there are variances between the two,
the second edition is more accurate.
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INTRODUCTION
Before World War II, Ray Greene had been building the wooden Nipper sailboat. Even
before the war, he became involved with fiberglass and realized its potential. After the
war, he and Alvin Youngquist (who also designed the Y Flyer) designed the Rebel. The
boat went into production in 1948, in Toledo, OH becoming the first production
fiberglass sailboat. Ray Greene & Co. built 3 models, the Mark I (or Standard), Mark II
and Mark III over the years, plus the Mark I ½ that many treat as a separate model. Ray
Greene sold the company in September 1973 to an Oakbrook, IL investment group
headed by Steve McPartlin. Manufacturing continued in Toledo, OH, starting at about
boat 3430. The new owners’ timing could not have been worse, as the Arab oil embargo
drove the cost of resin through the roof and the bad economy sealed their fate. Ray
Greene & Co. folded in mid-1974. The last Ray Greene & Co. boat is probably in the
high 3600 range.
Rebel Industries, Inc., formed in late 1974 by members of the Clark Lake Fleet 2,
obtained the assets, moved the operation to Jackson, MI and continued to manufacture
the Mark I and Mark II until the Mark IV was introduced in late 1979. (It is possible the
Mark I and Mark II were available after introduction of the Mark IV, but it is unlikely
many, if any, were built.) The earliest Rebel Industries boat that I am aware of was
numbered 3706, but this was not their first boat.
In the late 1970s, Harry Melling of Melling Took Works, one of the Clark Lake investors,
bought out (truth be told, bailed out) his fellow investors at Rebel Industries and started
expanding the company. In 1979, John Barnett, Vice President of Research and
Development, significantly redesigned the Rebel calling it the Mark IV. Production of
the Mark I and Mark II ended around this time at about boat 3900. In 1980 or 1981, the
company began doing business as Spindrift One Designs and moved to Tallevast, FL in
late 1981. Spindrift built two versions of the Mark IV, the original from 1979 to 1982
(boat numbers in the very low 3900s to about 4110) and the revised Spindrift from 1983
to 1987 (about boat 4110 through the 4150s).
Spindrift went out of business in 1987 and at the request of the NRCA, Nickels Boat
Works, Inc. of Fenton, MI agreed to take on the Rebel with production beginning in early
1989. Nickels built its version of the Mark IV from 1989 to 1991 (Rebels 4160-4168).
In 1991, Nickels built a prototype Mark V, 4169 and production began with 4170 in
1992. In 2008, Nickels moved to Flint, MI.
NUMBERING AND ID NUMBERS
The original boats did not have ID numbers of any kind. I have read that each fleet
simply issued its own numbers, similar to the Inland Lake Yachting Association, (scow
classes) but without any fleet designation. When inter-fleet racing and Nationals caught
on (complete with several boats using the same number), the Association came up with
the numbering scheme, assigning numbers to members. I assume some non-member
boats never received numbers and the early boats were not necessarily numbered in
chronological order.
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Once numbering was established, the builder began issuing numbers in rough
chronological order. This was not foolproof. It appears that Ray Greene & Co. would
order batches of sails with numbers. A boat apparently did not have a number assigned
until it was sold. When a boat was delivered along with sails, presumably it got the next
pre-numbered set of sails in stock. I speculate that if a boat was sold without sails, the
builder would assign a number beyond the range of those he already had in stock. On at
least one occasion, the builder sold an owner a suit of sails for an older boat with new
numbers (it is assumed no new boat was ever assigned that number) and in at least one
instance, an older boat that did not immediately sell (in this case, the last Mark I without
a double bottom in about 1962) was given a then current number when it finally did sell a
couple years later. I am also aware of Ray Greene fudging numbers at times to
accommodate purchasers’ wishes. Through owners buying used sails and not changing
the numbers or in at least a couple of instances, owners simply picking out a number and
putting it on their sail, there are numerous situations where the number is not
chronologically correct or the original boat number.
At some point Ray Greene & Co. put an aluminum ID plate on boats, but I am unaware
of any indication of what the number represents or any record tying an ID number to any
particular boat or date of manufacture. Early Rebel Industries boats had an eight digit
serial number on the right exterior transom. Rebel 3706, built in February 1975 is
37060275. These early Rebel Industries boats did not strictly comply with federal
regulations.
Beginning on November 1, 1972, modified on August 1, 1982 to include the “model
year”, the federal government required permanent IDs attached to all new hulls. The
current regulation requires a 3 letter manufacturer’s identification, a 5 digit serial number,
the month (designated by the letters A-L) and the last digit of the year of manufacture and
the “model year” (the last two digits of the model year defined by law to be from August
1 to the following July 31) attached to the right exterior transom. Rebel Industries/
Spindrift’s code was RRR and Nickels is NBI. Rebel serial numbers are 0 followed by
the boat number. Rebel 4179, built in July 1995 has the ID NBI04179G595. (If the boat
had been built in August, the last four digits would have been H596, indicating the new
“model year”.) Nickels Boat Works also drills the hull number onto the right side of the
centerboard trunk, so there is no doubt about a newer boat’s number.
REBEL STANDARD OR MARK I
The Early Year - 1948 to 1962
The original Rebel apparently had no specific model designation. When later models
were added, Ray Greene & Co. referred to the original boat as the Standard, but from my
earliest contact with Rebels beginning in the mid-1960s, everyone referred to this model
as the Mark I.
Originally, only the hull itself was fiberglass, with the deck, floor, trim and possibly the
centerboard trunk being wood, shown in Figure 1. The early boats were made on a male
mold. The inside was smooth and undoubtedly, sanding was required on the outside. No
gel coat was used, causing numerous pinholes to appear during finishing. Hulls would be
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covered with electric blankets or heater boxes or weather permitting, placed in the sun to
speed up curing. The hulls were a very light blue when cured. The early manufacturing
techniques resulted in significant variations in the hulls. A few original boats could be
sailed either cat rigged or as sloop rigged, but within a few years, everyone converted to
the sloop rig.

Figure 1: Ray Greene Mark I 3 has been beautifully restored, showing the wooden deck,
coaming and rebuilt wooden centerboard trunk. These earliest boats had raised
floorboards similar to this, but made of plywood. This boat apparently has a modified
centerboard trunk, without the cap, to accommodate the larger centerboard.
All boats came with a large Styrofoam block in the bow for floatation (this apparently
continued until the 1962 changes, discussed below) and the early boats came with a
plywood box about 3 ft. x 2 ft. x 1 ft. mounted in the stern for additional floatation. The
raised floorboards consisted of a 2 x 2 frame covered with plywood. At some point,
Styrofoam blocks were placed between the stringers under the floorboards, making
drainage difficult.
The original centerboard was narrower and had a slightly different shape. As a result, the
original centerboard trunk was lower and the rear portion was actually covered. A drum
winch mounted to the forward deck stanchion was used for raising the centerboard. The
trunk was about 1 inch wide and a stainless steel plate arrangement was inserted at the
front of the trunk for the centerboard to pivot on. Fiberglass putty held the plate in place
and narrowed the slot. Lud Fromme wrote in a June 14, 1979 Technical Committee
Report that the original boats had a lead tip for ballast and I have heard that this
prevented the centerboard from being raised completely, but I have never actually seen
this.
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There is considerable confusion about early centerboards and centerboard trunks. We
have been unable to determine if Rebels originally had wood centerboard trunks or if they
were all made of fiberglass, but at some point before Rebel 356, which still had a wooden
deck, a fiberglass centerboard trunk was definitely in use, and it was still capped. Figure
2 shows the capped fiberglass centerboard trunk with the wood decked boat. This boat
still had the smaller centerboard, but no lead tip. The owner later modified this trunk to
the “one-piece” style discussed below and put in the larger centerboard, dramatically
improving the boat’s performance.

Figure 2: Ray Greene Mark I 356 with a wooden deck and capped fiberglass centerboard
trunk with the smaller centerboard.
It is believed that in 1955, important changes were made. The deck was converted to
fiberglass. Use of a female hull mold, probably with gel coat, was begun. Apparently,
the centerboard trunk was changed again and was was still capped, but apparently now
incorporated the larger centerboard, as seen in Figure 3, a photo of an unknown Mark I
obtained off the internet. It is unclear when the current centerboard shape was adopted,
but it is believed that owners of earlier boats did modify their boats, as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Ray Greene Mark I #? with a fiberglass deck and capped fiberglass
centerboard trunk. Compare the trunk height with that in Figure 2.
At some point after Rebel 451, the “one-piece” fiberglass centerboard trunk, similar to
the one seen in Figure 4 was introduced. (My use of the term “one-piece” means that the
centerboard trunk was assembled as a single freestanding unit and fiberglassed into the
hull.)

Figure 4: Ray Greene Mark I ½ #?, with the original plywood floorboard removed,
showing the “one-piece” fiberglass centerboard trunk. The Mark I with the “one-piece”
trunk had higher floorboards than the Mark I ½.
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At some time in the 1950s, Ray Greene & Co. had a fire that destroyed all of the Rebel
molds. It is believed that this occurred around boat 1000. Ray Greene was able to
borrow a fairly new boat so that he could fabricate new molds off of it, but clearly, the
post-fire boats varied significantly from the earlier boats (which as noted above, had their
own degree of variance.) In the June 14, 1979 Technical Committee Report, Lud
Fromme wrote, “Many mistakes of the first mold were eliminated” and the centerboard
slot “was also made much narrower inasmuch as the lead tip centerboard had been
eliminated.” It is unclear if any of these change were to intentionally improve the design,
such as the narrowing of the bow at the waterline by as much as 3 inches, or simply to
remove flaws in the molds, but not all flaws were corrected (or perhaps new flaws were
created) such as the asymmetry seen on the two sides of the hull behind the centerboard;
this will be discussed again in reference to the Mark IV and Mark V below. A new metal
deck mold was made that remained in use until Ray Greene sold the company in 1973.
This is why the Mark I never had non-skid molded into the deck.
1962 Changes
In 1962, beginning around Rebel 1900, Ray Greene & Co. made many significant
changes. Two new models, the Mark II and the Mark III were introduced and the floor
was changed. The new floor was identical in all three models, but will be primarily
discussed here. A new floor, commonly referred to as a “double bottom” was installed.
(A further discussion of why is contained in the “Self-Bailing” section at the end.) The
floor was one big flat fiberglass surface, running from bow to stern. Open cell foam (that
absorbs water!) was poured in the hull to act as floatation and support the floor. The
fiberglass floor was placed on top and affixed to the hull with fiberglass putty before the
deck was put in place. The first boats had a narrow cover running from the back of the
centerboard to near the transom that was screwed in place and provided access to water
getting in between the hull and floor. Doug Blewitt believes the builder removed the
foam in this access area in essence, creating a covered trough. The earliest floors had a
random non-skid pattern molded in. Figure 8, a photo of an unknown Mark II obtained
off the internet and Figure 16 show this original floor, in a Mark II and a Mark III,
generally as it would also appear in an early double bottom Mark I, including the access
cover behind the centerboard. Note: the Mark II and Mark III have a rear bulkhead,
unlike the Mark I, which has always been open, as seen in Figure 6.
At this point no change was made to the centerboard trunk. The new floor was faired into
the “one-piece” trunk and aluminum trim was placed on the seam, as shown in Figure 16
and Figure 17.
Winter 1965-66 and Thereafter
The next major changes occurred in the winter of 1965-66. The floor access behind the
centerboard was eliminated and a uniform non-skid pattern was added to the new floor
mold. In front of the centerboard trunk, a bulkhead was added under the floor making a
“step” of perhaps a couple inches and raising the floor under the bow as seen by
comparing Figure 13, Figure 8, Figure 16 and Figure 17. While Doug Blewitt believes
that foam was no longer placed in the bow at this time, making it an air tank, foam was
still poured under the cockpit floor. A Rebel Rabble from spring 1966 reported that with
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the change, the boat was now self-draining and, with the addition of owner supplied
scuppers, self-rescuing.
At the same time, a major change was made to the centerboard trunk. I refer to this as the
“two-piece” centerboard trunk. An interior trunk came from the hull and up to the floor
and was sealed to the floor although the integrity of this seal was often debated. A
separate exterior trunk on which the centerboard rolls was screwed to the floor and
covered the interior trunk. These changes are seen particularly in Figure 5 and Figure
13. There was a gap between the two trunks that allowed water to slosh in and collect
under the floor, especially in waves. It is unclear when and how often Ray Greene & Co.
made changes to the interior trunk because it is not readily visible, but it is known that the
inner trunk was extended upward to perhaps 8 inches above the floor and even to the top
of the exterior trunk to reduce the water sloshing problem.

Figure 5: Ray Greene Mark I 3319 showing the raised fiberglass floor, “two-piece”
centerboard trunk with screwed in cap, approximate 1 inch ridge at the coaming and
general downward sloping of the deck.
Ray Greene & Co. continued dealing with the ramifications of putting open cell foam
under the floor. Even though the revised double bottom was supposed to be water tight,
moisture inevitably found its way in and soaked into the foam with no way to escape.
Boats that were underweight when new were weighing in at the Nationals a couple years
later at 900 lbs. This situation is well documented in the Rebel Rabble if further
information is required. By about Rebel 2700, in 1967, the builder had ceased putting
foam under the floor, at least in the Mark I. Doug Blewitt believes it was a little later
before this was stopped for the Mark II. For positive floatation, foam was poured on the
underside of the deck, seen in Figure 6. The entire under floor area became air tanks. I
think the bow tank remained separate from the cockpit tank at least for a while, because
there was a separate drain hole (later an inspection port) placed in the floor under the
bow. These boats had two separate drains in the transom, one for the cockpit, and one for
the air tanks under the cockpit. By the time Rebel Industries began building the boat in
late 1974, under the floor was just one big air tank drained from a plug in the transom.
(The Technical Committee Report from Lud Fromme dated June 14, 1979 indicates that
the floor change and new centerboard trunk were done in late 1967 simultaneously with
the removal of all foam under the floors, but this appears inaccurate.)
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Figure 6: Stern area of Ray Greene Mark I 3319 showing the raised floor, poured foam
under the deck, the general downward sloping of the deck and an original style rudder
and tiller.
It should be noted that these changes created a new set of problems. I believe that
inaccessible wooden stringers were used to create the bow tank bulkhead and to support
the floor in place of the foam. With time, dry rot took its toll on the wood, leaving
owners with “soft” floors. Of greater significance, the mast pushes down on the deck,
and particularly the deck stanchion directly in front of the centerboard trunk, which is
supported by the floor that is not being supported by a dry rotted member. This problem
continued in the Rebel Industries era.
After Ray Greene sold the company in September 1973, at about boat 3430, the new
owners initially stated no design changes were planned. It is very unclear whether Ray
Greene had made changes shortly before he sold the company or if the new owners did
make changes in the relatively short time they were in business, but changes were made.
The metal Mark I deck mold was apparently replaced and the 1 inch ridge on the sides of
the cockpit coaming was eliminated, which made life easier on the crews’ thighs. The
interior mold was changed to include the exterior centerboard cap as part of the floor as
shown on Mark II 3621 in Figure 13. If these changes began in the 3500 range as I
believe, it would appear that the new owners made these changes. The last Ray Greene &
Co. boats is probably in the high 3600 range, presumably built in summer 1974.
Rebel Industries, Inc. moved the operation to Jackson, MI and continued to manufacture
the Mark I and Mark II until the Mark IV was introduced in late 1979. I do not believe
they made any significant changes to the boat. (It is possible the Mark I and Mark II
were available after introduction of the Mark IV, but it is unlikely many, if any, were
built.) The earliest Rebel Industries Mark I that I am aware of was numbered 3706 (but
this was not their first boat) and the final number was around 3900.
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MARK I ½ OR MARK I WITH SEATS
At some point apparently after the 1950s fire, an optional short seat mounted mid cockpit,
about wide enough for two people to barely sit side by side was made available. These
seats were fiberglassed to the hull and coaming and contained blocks of Styrofoam. On
boats with this option, an alternate floor was provided, plywood almost flush with the
hull and cut around the seats. Apparently, a main selling feature of these seats was the
additional floatation provided. The first boat I am aware of was 1022 (and Rebel Rabble
ads for used boats indicated 810 and 852 had “side seats”) and the last I have seen was
2345, built after the 1962 changes noted above. Figure 7 shows an overview of the pre1962 Mark I ½ and a closer view of the seat.

Figure 7: Pre-1962 Ray Greene Mark I ½ #? Showing overall layout on left and
starboard seat looking aft on the right. The Mark I and Mark I ½ decks are identical. The
plywood floorboard has been removed from this boat and a black anodized Spindrift era
boom has been substituted for the original.
After the 1962 changes, the Mark I ½ seat option remained available. The same seat was
used, but the height off the floor was now reduced. The seat was glassed only to the new
floor and coaming, not the hull, and Styrofoam was not included in the seat. This option
was discontinued, apparently when the next group of changes was instituted in the winter
of 1965-66. I have heard this model referred to as Standard with seats, Mark I with seats,
but mainly Mark I 1/2. According to Doug Blewitt, the term Mark I ½ referred to those
boats only made after the 1962 changes.
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MARK II
The Mark II was introduced in 1962. The first boat number is unknown, but I have seen
reference to several 1900s, as low as 1910. Its introduction coincided with the interior
changes to the Mark I and to the introduction of the Mark III. The hull is virtually
identical to the Mark I, but the cockpit is very different, with the biggest change being the
addition of long seats. The seats run from the back of the cockpit up towards the front,
but NOT all the way to the front as is clearly visible in Figure 8, a photo of an unknown
Mark II obtained off the internet and Figure 11. The deck on the sides is much narrower
and is shorter in back as shown in Figure 9 (from the internet) and Figure 12, making the
cockpit much larger than on the Mark I.

Figure 8: Earliest version Ray Greene Mark II #?, interior showing long seats that do
NOT run from the front of the cockpit nor to the transom bulkhead, “one-piece”
centerboard trunk, flat floor to bow and screwed in access cover behind the centerboard
trunk.
The original Mark II had an unusually high coaming, perhaps 3-4 inches, seen in Figure
9 and Figure 10, (from the internet) making it almost impossible to sit on the deck. In
the early Mark II, the seats did not go all the way to the stern bulkhead, seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: Earliest version Ray Greene Mark II #? showing narrow deck, raised cockpit
coaming and seat location.

Figure 10: Earliest version Ray Greene Mark II #? Showing general deck layout, high
coaming and downward sloping of the side deck.
This version apparently did not last long. In the revision, the seats were extended to the
stern bulkhead and the ridge of the coaming was reduced to the same height as the Mark
I, about 1 inch as seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Presumably, this was all done at the
same time as the transition from the “one-piece” to “two-piece” centerboard trunk and the
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floor modifications, described in the in the Winter 1965-66 Mark I section above. The
foam was eliminated under the floor at the same time as on the Mark I or shortly
thereafter.

Figure 11: Later Ray Greene Mark II #? with the seats still only going partway forward,
but all the way back to the stern bulkhead and with low coaming. Note the modified
raised fiberglass floor with the bulkhead “step” also seen in the Mark I and Mark III
beginning in 1965-66.

Figure 12: Interior looking towards stern of Ray Greene Mark II #?. Note that the seats
go all the way to the stern bulkhead, the deck outside the coaming slopes downward and
there is no access cover behind the centerboard.
Apparently, after Ray Greene sold the company in 1973, the new owners changed the
floor and centerboard trunk by molding what had been two separate pieces as one piece
as seen in Figure 12. The last Ray Greene & Co. Mark II is in the late 3600 range.
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Figure 13: Ray Greene Mark II #? with screwed in centerboard cover (left) and latest
version Ray Greene Mark II 3621 with molded centerboard cover (right). Note the
bulkhead “step” of a couple inches in front of the centerboard trunk not seen in Figure 8,
Figure 16 or Figure 17.
Rebel Industries continued to build the Mark II beginning in late 1974. A brochure from
winter 1974-75 shows a Mark II. A Lud Fromme Rebel Rabble ad in June 1979 indicated
that Rebel Industries built a “complete new mold and interior design” for the Mark II, but
I am unaware of any changes. As the Mark IV, replacing the Mark I and Mark II came
out in the fall of 1979, it is unlikely many of these were built. (It is also quite possible
that no changes were made and Lud may have actually been referring to the Mark IV, not
anticipating that it was going to be called a new model. I do recall the builder asking
NRCA input on what to call the new model. The consensus was Mark IV.) The last
Mark II is probably around 3900.
MARK III
The Mark III is rare, added at the same time as the Mark II in 1962 and discontinued by
the mid-1960s. It is essentially an early Mark II, complete with the high coaming, with
the addition of a cuddy cabin, as seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15. This model apparently
had its own deck mold. The first number is unknown, but the earliest possible is in the
1900 range. It is unlikely any Mark III goes beyond the 2400 range.

Figure 14: Side view of Ray Greene Rebel Mark III 2294
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Figure 15: Ray Greene Rebel Mark III 2294 showing the high deck coaming, also used
on early Mark IIs.
The seats begin at the back of the cuddy cabin, which is completely behind the mast step,
(perhaps this explains why the seats in the Mark II do not run all the way to the front of
the cockpit) and end well before the aft bulkhead. There are 2 storage compartments
under the cuddy. The deck and seat were screwed to the floor that has foam underneath,
seen in Figure 16. Early Mark IIs were like this as well, as seen in Figure 8, but clearly
they were later changed (i. e. longer seats and lower coaming) as seen by comparing
Figure 16 and Figure 12. This Mark III has a “one-piece” centerboard trunk with the
raised fiberglass floor that was identical to the earliest Mark I and Mark II with fiberglass
floors. A lot of these same features can be seen in Figure 17, a photo of another Mark III
obtained off the internet.
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Figure 16: Cockpit of Ray Greene Rebel Mark III 2294 showing seats beginning at the
back of the cuddy cabin and ending before the aft bulkhead, seats screwed to the raised
completely flat (fore to aft) floor, storage compartments in bow, “one-piece” centerboard
trunk and the screwed cover on the floor from the centerboard to near the transom.

Figure 17: Interior of Ray Greene Mark III #? looking forward showing flat floor,
storage compartments, screwed down seats, faired in “one-piece” centerboard and
screwed in place access cover behind the centerboard trunk. But for the seats and storage
compartments, the earliest “double bottom” Mark I interior would be the same.
The Mark III appears very similar to the O’Day Daysailer. From what I recall, the
Daysailer, hot competition for the Rebel, was far more successful on the east coast, with
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its cuddy cabin making the boat more seaworthy in waves, so Ray Greene & Co. added
the Mark III to go after that market. A Spring 1966 Rebel Rabble article states the same
floor and centerboard modifications were made to the Mark III as to the Mark I and Mark
II. It is unknown if the coaming was ever lowered or seats extended to the rear bulkhead.
MARK IV
In 1979, John Barnett, Vice President of Research and Development of Rebel Industries,
significantly redesigned the Rebel calling it the Mark IV. Three version of the Mark IV
were built, the original from 1979 to 1982 (boat numbers in the very low 3900s to about
4110), the revised Spindrift from 1983 to 1987 (about boat 4110 through the 4150s) and
the Nickels from 1989 to 1991 (Rebels 4160-4168).
While I cannot personally verify this, it was claimed that no changes were made to the
essential specification: length, beam, draft, etc., but I do know that John Barnett did take
some liberties with the hull shape. He apparently measured numerous hull dimensions on
various boats and found a fair amount of variance. When he made the new molds, he
chose the dimensions that he felt were best, but claimed still fell within the range of
existing boats. These differences are not generally visible to the naked eye, but will show
up with a tape measure or straight edge. The change most talked about is that the hull is
flatter (less rounded) behind the centerboard. The hull still had numerous imperfections.
The most obvious change was the complete revamp of the deck/cockpit behind the mast,
but also of significance was the reduction of the freeboard, the distance from the deck to
the waterline. The Mark IV has a narrow deck on the sides that is much more
comfortable to sit on than the Mark I and Mark II because it is closer to level, rather than
sloping downward as it goes outward. (See Figure 6, Figure 12 and Figure 20 for
comparison.) The jib leads were mounted on the deck, but racers move them onto the
seats. The seats run from the front bulkhead to the very back of the cockpit. The deck,
seats, floor and bulkhead are one molded piece. Another new feature was the addition of
teak cup holders in the four corners of the cockpit as seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19 in
the original version. The cup holders were discontinued, but the mounting step remained
in the deck mold, even in the Mark V.
The bow was partially enclosed with a bulkhead. The cockpit floor slopes forward so all
water collects at the bulkhead. Water on one side of the cockpit does not flow to the
other side. The original version had a fairly large opening allowing for storage, but failed
to keep the water out of the bow during a capsize, so the revised version had a much
smaller opening. This helped, but was not foolproof and did make access to the bow for
stowage and servicing difficult at best. When Nickels Boat Works began manufacturing
the boat in 1989, the builder enlarged the opening a bit, but not to the size of the original
opening. A comparison of bulkheads can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Spindrift Rebel Mark IV 4087 with the large opening and cup holders on the
top left, a revised Spindrift Mark IV 4139 with the small opening on the top right (note
this owner placed a cloth cover over the opening) and Nickels Mark IV 4162 bottom.
The centerboard trunk was modified from the “two-piece” Ray Greene & Co. version and
consists of “three” pieces. There is still an inner trunk that is part of the hull. The
deck/seat/floor mold incorporates the lower portion of the exterior centerboard trunk. A
cap is placed over this and is screwed in place. Spindrift boats usually covered the seam
with a wooden strip, which Nickels eliminated as seen in Figure 18.
The original version had a storage compartment at the transom, accessible from a top
opening hatch directly under the tiller. With the revised version, this was eliminated and
two small side storage areas, incorporated into the seats and covered with teak slats were
added (See Figure 19). These revised compartments are also on all Nickels Mark IVs.

Figure 19: Storage compartment in transom of Spindrift Mark IV 4076 with cup holders
on left. Side storage compartment built into seats of revised Spindrift Mark IV 4139 on
right.
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MARK V
Once Nickels Boat Works began manufacturing the boat, Dave Nickels believed he could
improve the comfort and handling qualities and make the boat truly self-rescuing without
necessarily making the prior boats obsolete and uncompetitive. With class approval, he
raced a prototype Mark V (4169) during the 1991 season and used the boat to make the
molds for the new model introduced in 1992 (beginning with 4170). The exterior
appearance is essentially identical to the Mark IV as shown in Figure 20, but as Spindrift
did, when Nickels made the new mold, small changes were incorporated, more or less
attempting to fair the hull, which has always been somewhat asymmetrical.

Figure 20: Nickels Mark IV 4162 (left foreground) with Nickels Mark Vs 4179 and
4197.
The interior is completely rethought. The interior of a Mark V is shown in Figure 21.
The centerboard is “one-piece” glassed to the hull, similar to the original Mark I. The
size of the deck at the transom has been extended, shortening the overall length (but not
the useful length) of the seats. A bulkhead remains at the front of the cockpit, but it is
open to the bottom, allowing water to flow from one side of the cockpit to the other. Air
tanks have been incorporated into the floor with the net effect that the distance from the
floor to the seat top and deck is less than the Mark IV for the skipper, and especially less
for the crew. The seats themselves continue to be part of the deck mold, but are now
open, providing more foot room and some storage in back, with the air tanks running up
from the floor underneath the seats to provide reinforcement as seen in Figure 22. A
trough runs down the centerline of the boat for drainage and is visible in Figure 23.
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Figure 21: The Cockpit of Nickels Mark V 4179. Note bulkhead open to floor and
increased deck at the transom.

Figure 22: Interior of Nickels Mark V 4179 showing drainage trough, floor and port side
seat support air tank.

Figure 23: Close up of centerboard trunk and centerline trough with suction bailer on a
Nickels Mark V 4179.
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RUDDERS AND TILLERS
Rudders and tillers have changed which may or may not help in identifying the age of a
boat. As far as I can tell, the original rudder blade was made from fiberglass scraps
molded with resin and perhaps filler in a two-sided mold. They are heavy, some much
more so than others, apparently depending on who was working on the day of
manufacture. The rudder blade fit in between two aluminum cheeks and was left loose
enough for the rudder to kick up. In the full down position, the rudder angled back 30
degrees, roughly at the same angle as the centerboard. The original rudder and tiller are
pictured in numerous photos including Figure 24 and Figure 6. At some point there was
a rash of rudder blade failures and also concern about excess weight in stern and wooden
rudder blades began to appear, pictured in Figure 25. I think that all Rebel
Industries/Spindrift Rebels, regardless of the model, came with wooden blades. In 1981,
a rule change allowed the rudder to hang straight down to reduce weather helm.
When the Mark IV went into production, the reduced freeboard at the transom caused the
original design aluminum cheeks to actually drag in the water. This was corrected by
moving the rudder blade pivot hole up 2 inches and cutting off the bottom of the cheeks,
but I believe there may still be some of those early Mark IV’s out there. The original
rudder cheeks are not interchangeable with Mark IVs and Mark Vs because the two
pintles and gudgeons are now only 10 inches apart rather than 12 inches apart. An
identifying characteristic on the Mark I, II, and III is the upper gudgeon is actually
mounted on the back of the deck molding as seen in Figure 24, while on the Mark IV and
Mark V it is on the transom as shown in Figure 27 and Figure 21 respectively. When
Nickels began manufacture, it returned to a fiberglass blade. The current blade is foam
filled, and like a wooden blade, will float up if not somehow held down.

Figure 24: Original Rudder and Tiller mounted on Ray Greene Rebel Mark II #? These
pintles and gudgeons were fabricated in-house by the builder. Note the upper gudgeon
mounted to the deck molding.
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Figure 25: A wooden rudder blade mounted aboard Spindrift Mark IV 4026 in its
floating position (with corrected aluminum cheeks and a really nicely made replacement
tiller of the original Ray Greene design).
The original tiller was made of wood. It was taller than wide, curved, quite long and had
two blocks of wood at the back that attached it to the aluminum cheeks with a single bolt
that allowed it to pivot up and down. This style tiller is seen in numerous photos,
including Figure 6, Figure 14, and Figure 24. The Spindrift Mark IVs had a shorter
one-piece wooden tiller that was wider than high and had a yoke at the outer end to go
around the cheeks, seen in Figure 26. It also could pivot up and down.
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Figure 26: Revised Spindrift Mark IV 4120 with the wooden yoke style tiller. Note that
this particular boat was custom rigged and the pintles and gudgeons were placed 12
inches apart, unlike most Mark IVs
Nickels has used a round aluminum tube tiller on all of its boats. The tube slides into a
bracket on top of the cheeks and is held in place with a fast pin. The tiller is easily
removed, but it cannot pivot up and down. A Nickels rudder and tiller are pictured in
Figure 27.
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Figure 27: A Nickels rudder and tiller mounted on Nickels Mark IV 4162. Note both
gudgeons are mounted on the transom.
MASTS, BOOMS AND RIGGING
The original boats came with a tapered natural color aluminum mast. All are believed to
have internal halyards. The boom used a smaller aluminum extrusion. It is assumed that
it is when the 1962 changes were made, that is when the builder changed to an un-tapered
mast and also placed foam inside the mast to prevent the boat from turtling in a capsize.
External halyards were then used. This was of marginal benefit and the foam absorbed
water, increasing weight, so the foam was eliminated and internal halyards were quickly
re-adopted. In the mid-1960s, the builder acquired a new extrusion that while appearing
identical on the outside, actually had a thinner wall thickness.
I cannot exactly say when it first happened, but in about 1980, Spindrift began to
purchase masts for the Mark IV from various sources, and the dimensions varied, at least
a bit. More obvious, many boats came with black anodized spars (and black anodized
rudder cheeks as well), and at least some of the revised Mark IVs came with white
painted or white anodized spars. Many, if not all of these masts had external halyards
and some had foam in the top of the mast. (It also appears that at least one Mark I, 3706
had black anodized spars as well.)
With the revised Mark IV, a new mast step was introduced. Rather than the traditional
ball on the deck and socket in the mast, a ball on the mast went into a cage arrangement
on the deck as pictured in Figure 28. I am not sure if these mast steps continued to
Spindrift’s end, but Nickels returned to the traditional style.
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Figure 28: The “reversed” ball and socket mast step and white mast on revised Spindrift
Mark IV 4139.
When Nickels Boat Works began manufacture, the “original” extrusion was no longer
available and the NRCA agreed to use the same extrusion that was used on the Lightning,
but still rigged like the traditional mast. These were all black anodized, had internal
halyards and for the first time, boats came from the builder with masts and boom of the
same extrusion. (Previously, some sailors used the mast extrusion for their boom, but
boats never came from the builder that way.) The Lightning extrusion did not work out.
There was a problem with reverse bend and the class allowed spreaders to be bent aft to
help control the problem. Still, the mast proved to be too flexible the way it was rigged,
and several failures resulted. A couple Mark Vs came with the Lightning mast (I believe
they were later retrofitted). A new extrusion was introduced shortly after the introduction
of the Mark V in 1992 and the Lightning extrusion has been banned except for those on
the few grandfathered boats. The new extrusion design is a little wider and shorter than
the original and not quite as teardrop shaped as the Lightning extrusion. The mast and
boom extrusion are identical and are natural color anodized aluminum. (All Nickels
boats have natural color aluminum rudder cheeks.)
It is also worth mentioning that over the years, Ray Greene & Co. ran the gamut of
purchasing versus manufacturing in-house hardware and rigging. My observation is that
in the beginning, much of the rigging and hardware was purchased. As the company
grew, more gear was made in-house and there was a fair amount of interchangeability
between the Rebel and other Ray Greene & Co. boats. It is unknown how much of this
was due to the need for specialized parts and how much was a belief that it was more
economical to make parts in-house. In later years, as production dropped and apparently
availability and the cost/benefit of standardized parts for small sailboats improved, the
company used more purchased hardware. By the time Rebel Industries was involved,
most parts were purchased.
Among the unique items that stand out are the “D rings”, fabricated from stainless steel
rod for attaching mainsheet blocks to the boom, swivel goosenecks that slid in the sail
slot on the mast, and swivel boom end caps for the mainsheet boom end block. These
items were all part of Ray Greene’s version of a roller reefing mainsail. In theory, on a
windy day, a sailor could take the mainsheet center block off the boom without having to
undo the entire mainsheet by sliding out the D ring and then could roll the mainsail
around the boom, like a paper towel on a roll, facilitated by the swivel gooseneck and end
cap. The reef could be as much or little as one wanted. The unanticipated problem was
that there was no way to put the center block back on, so the mainsheet had to be
removed from the mainsheet cleat and the center block and then put back in the cleat or
simply hand held, either way with the line coming from the back of the boom rather than
the center. As boom vangs became standard, the problem was compounded. The vang
had to be removed to reef.
Other notable items include rudder pintles and gudgeons (the earliest boats had oar locks
for gudgeons), the unique 2 strap stay adjuster system for the sidestays, and the extensive
use of standard stainless steel U bolts for stays, bow eyes and lifting rings. Many of these
items are visible on careful examination of the older boats photographed.
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Dave Nickels also developed ingenious and often remarkably simple rigging solutions.
Of special note is his track mounted jib lead and cam cleat mounted at just the right
angle, so that a crew can cleat and un-cleat the jib even when hiking, seen on all Nickels
boats.
“SELF-BAILING”, “SELF-RESCUING” AND OTHER MISNOMERS
While not critical to identifying specific models, the term “self-bailing” and multiple
variations on this theme have more to do with why Rebels made beginning in 1962 are
built the way they are than any other factor. In the First Edition, I generally avoided the
“why” something was done, but I have decided to tackle this issue here, at the end, for
anyone who is interested.
One big difference between wooden and fiberglass boats is that wood float, fiberglass
does not. If a Rebel does not have some form of floatation added, foam, air tanks, or so
forth, it will sink when it capsizes. Years ago, a Mark I with no foam (apparently
surreptitiously removed) capsized in a race and the only reason it did not completely sink
was because the boat went down bow first and trapped air in the transom. More recently,
a Mark IV that had been heavily modified and had woefully inadequate floatation
capsized at the finish line and the only reason it did not completely sink was because the
race committee held onto the mast. Actually, there are many more stories in this vein.
Ray Greene clearly recognized this problem, and to the best of my knowledge, never sold
a boat that would outright sink; I am not sure if everyone would agree with me.
That being said, with early Rebels, if you capsized, you had a problem. Even in the best
of circumstances, about the best you could hope to do is keep the boat from turtling and
wait for help. A lot happened between 1948 and 1962. Fiberglass technology advanced,
various foams became readily available, and what you could and could not do with
fiberglass became more common knowledge. This led to new ideas and new designs and
some new terms. “Self- bailing” is now generally recognized as meaning that when
water gets inside the boat is will somehow drain on its own without the active
involvement of the crew. Theoretically, the crew never has to bail. Years ago, the
meaning was not as clear. Another term is “self-rescuing”, which is a far more realistic
goal to achieve. With a self-rescuing boat, in a capsize, the crew should be able to right
the boat, get back in, recover control and get back into shore (or maybe even the race)
without assistance. Some hand bailing may be necessary and the boat will not be bone
dry, but you are not stranded. Another term to come along is “self-righting”, in which a
capsized boat will actually right itself with no assistance from the crew and end up with
little or no water in it. I believe that Midget Ocean Racers (a type of keel boats) fall in
this category. I believe that some small daysailers have been marketed as self-righting,
but I am skeptical as to whether they work as advertised or actually can sail any better
than a 7 year old’s block of wood with a paper sail.
Apparently, Ray Greene must have been concerned about a lack of floatation and “selfbailing” cockpits were the new thing, so in keeping up with the rapidly expanding
competition, he went to the drawing board in 1962. His general theory was that the floor
of the interior was going to be slightly above the outside water level and pitched slightly
aft. In theory, any water that got inside would flow to the back of the boat and out a 1
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inch drain hole in the transom. Foam was placed under the floor to dramatically increase
the amount of floatation provided in a capsize and at the same time provided support for
the floor. There were several flaws in the design, and Ray Greene & Co. never got it
right. No Mark I, Mark II or Mark III was ever really reliably self-rescuing, and
certainly, never completely self-bailing in spite of marketing to the contrary.
The primary problem was that the floor was never really high enough to be self-bailing or
even self-rescuing. An empty boat has a lower water line than a boat with crew; add
passengers, equipment, extra clothing, refreshments, etc. and the water line keeps rising.
Now capsize and add who knows how many gallons of water in the huge interior and you
are lucky if the top of your centerboard trunk is above water level when you get the boat
righted.
Next, the floor never really sloped back enough even for draining rain and splashes.
When these boats were in the water, any water that got inside ended up near the front of
the centerboard trunk, not the transom. I cannot verify this for sure, but I think that if you
had only a modest amount of water in one of these boats and you stood on the transom,
your weight would put the drain plug under water but the inside water would still be by
the centerboard trunk. Related to this, when under way, the boat is almost never “flat and
level” the way Ray Greene apparently envisioned it. As the boat heels, the lowest part of
the interior is the leeward side at the hull/floor intersection, probably at or just behind the
sidestay. The stern rises relative to the side simply from the curve of the boat. Racing
compounds the situation. Experience has shown the importance of keeping crew weight
forward, which slopes the floor forward even more.
Aside from the foam holding water like a sponge, the foam under the floor led to another
unintended consequence, it encouraged turtling. A key in any capsize is to prevent the
mast from going under water. Once the mast tip begins sinking, it will keep sinking until
it is either stuck in the bottom of the lake or the boat is completely upside down (turtled).
The best practice is to get on the centerboard as quickly as possible to keep the mast from
sinking and hopefully right the boat. If that fails, a crewmember in a life jacket and
preferably with a seat cushion can go to the end of the mast and at least keep it from
sinking. Once a boat turtles, there are problems, because the boat is now very stable
completely upside down, probably more so than when upright, especially a Rebel with
foam in the bottom that is now at the “top” holding everything up. Getting a turtled boat
upright again is usually much more difficult than getting an upright boat turtled.
Related to this, once these boats were upright, they were very unstable with water in
them. Water trapped inside the boat above the floatation created a top-heavy condition.
It did not take much to re-capsize, such as a wind gust from the beam with sails luffing
or even down, a tow boat turning too fast, or even a crew trying to get into the boat.
Another problem with these boats was that once they were upright, they held a
tremendous amount of water. Even if there was enough floatation in the boat so that the
waterline inside the boat was higher than outside (water will seek its own level) it takes a
long time for that much water to drain from a 1 inch hole. Later, a few boats had a
scupper instead of a drain plug to address this deficiency, but I do not know if the builder
ever did this.
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Once the foam was moved from under the floor to under the deck beginning in 1967,
things were better, but not fixed. If you turtled, it was even more difficult to right the
boat, due to the much wider distribution of foam on the stable inverted boat. Once
upright, if the boat floated high enough from the under floor air tanks, the foam no longer
helped and you had the same instability problems noted above. If water entered in the air
tanks, not unheard of, especially if the boat was in the water for a while, the boat will
float with the top of the centerboard trunk floating below the waterline, as was often the
case with the pre-1962 boats. To bail the boat, some method of raising the boat so that
the top of the centerboard trunk was above water level was required. (Remember, in
many of the “two-piece” centerboard trunk boats, the interior trunk was much lower than
the exterior trunk!)
John Barnett had a lot of reasons in mind for designing the Mark IV and one of them was
to make the boat self-rescuing. Once again, on paper, the idea was good, but the facts
interfered with a good theory. It appears that his idea was to isolate the cockpit from the
hull, similar to the design of the Sunfish or Laser. When those boats capsize, not much of
the cockpit (actually it is not much more than a foot well) is in the water and in the
righting process, some water actually pours out from the cockpit. (This process is also
readily seen in “modern” racing dinghies like the 470 and 420 with roll tanks.) In theory,
in a capsize, only a portion of the cockpit would be in the water and like the Sunfish and
Laser, no water would enter between the hull and cockpit. Upon righting the boat, only a
manageable amount of water would be left in the cockpit.
There were two great flaws. First, the Mark IV is much heavier, with a much larger
cockpit and has no real floatation in the sides, so when a Mark IV capsizes, the side (i. e.
the cockpit) goes deeper in the water than a Laser or 470. Second, because the boat floats
deeper on its side, water immediately enters between the hull and cockpit at the front
opening and to a lesser extent through the non-watertight storage compartment in back.
In a matter of moments, if the boat has not turtled, it is floating about 90 degrees to
vertical with the centerboard and centerboard trunk at about the surface of the water.
Upon righting, the boat floats with the deck just barely out of the water, due to the lack of
foam, not much different than an early Mark I. Some owners attempted to reduce the
problem by putting doors on the front opening, but if any water gets between the hull and
cockpit, it is unlikely you will be “self-rescuing.”
The revised Mark IV attempted to address the openings issue, but not the floatation issue.
The front opening was dramatically reduced in size and the storage compartment was
eliminated. I have avoided telling “war stories”, but this may be the easiest way to
explain the problem. I capsized 4 times in 4120, a revised Mark IV. All 4 capsizes were
what I call conventional, namely we were on a beat and were hit with a puff. Close
hauled capsizes often seem to happen almost in slow motion and it is relatively easy to
quickly get on the centerboard and right the boat. In every case there was enough water
in the cockpit to reduce stability and require us to bail, but we clearly “self-rescued”. The
concept generally worked as planned. I do remember that while righting the boat, I could
see water splashing in the front of the boat through the front opening, but we always got
the boat up quickly enough so that it was not a serious problem. We sold the boat to
Randy and Debbie Blough. They capsized during a Nationals race where they were
either jibing or broached on a downwind in rough water. It was a violent, unpredictable
capsize that had them out of position to make a quick recovery. The hull quickly filled
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with water through the front opening and within moments, little of the boat was above
water. Barnett’s system was based on the assumption that the entire hull served as an “air
tank” because the cockpit kept water out of the hull, but it did not reliably do so.
Ultimately, the only way the Barnett design could work is if the cockpit was completely
sealed from the hull, like the Laser and Sunfish. To do so would require a complete
redesign of the centerboard. Further, contrary to marketing materials, little or no foam
floatation was provided so if the hull did fill with water, you were still no better off than
in an early Mark I. The problems are illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29: On left, revised Spindrift Mark IV 4143 after capsize in which water entered
the hull through the small front bulkhead opening. On right, Nickels Mark IV 4163
during a capsize demonstration with no sails on the boat. Note the lack of side floatation
in the Mark IV allows the boat to sink down quite a bit on its side once water enters
through the front bulkhead. For this demonstration, the mast was allowed to sink and the
mast became stuck in the mud in the shallow water.
This brings us to the Mark V. As with John Barnett, Dave Nickels had more in mind than
just self-rescuing when he redesigned the boat, but that was his number one motivation.
He quickly realized that even the old official NRCA rule requiring 9 cubic feet of foam
was inadequate. Most members were unwittingly in violation of that rule because they
assumed the various builders had met the rule during construction of the boat. (It is clear
that Rebel Industries/Spindrift made this misrepresentation.) The new design has
abandoned the concept of an isolated cockpit and instead greatly increases the amount of
floatation, primarily through dedicated air tanks that have the secondary effect of
displacing a lot of water. When the Mark V is on its side, the boat floats higher due to
the seat support air tanks, so that when it is righted, there is less water inside than there
would be otherwise, but probably still more than a revised Mark IV in ideal conditions.
Unlike the Mark IV, once upright, the Mark V has significant additional floatation via the
floor tanks so that a great portion of water will flow out of the two reasonably large rear
scuppers (actually, what Ray Greene originally envisioned with his double bottom!) The
remaining water goes into the central drainage trough where, with luck, the suction bailer
will handle it.
There is a significant caveat with “self-rescuing” a Mark V. It is no more immune to
turtling than any other Rebel, and if it turtles you will have your hands full, just like any
other Rebel. In fact, I suspect that the Mark V could be inclined to turtle a little more
quickly. When a Mark I through original Mark IV goes over, usually the whole boat
quickly fills with water and the mast is floating on the surface of the water probably with
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air trapped under the sail. Until that air finds a way to escape, the mast will not sink.
Usually, this occurs when water spashes onto the top of the sail in the water, pushing the
air to the edges of the sail. Due to the fact that the Mark V hull floats higher on its side,
when the boat is over, it is tipped in excess of 90 degrees with air trapped under the sail
only at the head. Once the masthead goes under water, there is little left to stop it.
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All three contributors have literally been sailing Rebels since they were kids, all
originally at Lake Opeka, Des Plaines, IL, home to Rebel Fleet 23 and have seen a lot of
boats come and go over the years.
Doug Blewitt originally owned Rebel 356, a wooden decked Mark I, followed by 2281,
(probably an inaccurate number chronologically) the very last Mark I before the “double
bottom”, 2961, a post-foam under the floor Mark I and finally 4072, a Spindrift Mark IV
that he eventually took to Colorado and raced in a mixed fleet with spinnaker. Doug was
a top competitor and served in several positions locally and with the NRCA and was very
“hands on” with Rebels during the time when it was really important to be “hands on.”
Mark Quiniff’s first Rebel was a Mark I ½ 1660, followed by 4120, a revised version
Spindrift Mark IV, then 4163, a Nickels Mark IV and finally 4179, a Nickels Mark V.
Mark has been active in local fleet and NRCA activities for almost his entire life, having
held numerous positions, including Commodore and numerous stints on the Measurement
Committee (the NRCA term for Technical Committee). He was also a top competitor,
and with wife Peggy, won the 1998 National Championship.
Jim Quiniff is Mark’s son and had his first ride on a Rebel at about 4 months. He’s been
on boats, mainly Rebels and 470s, ever since. He is a top competitor, including two
Junior National Championships, and what he lacks in experience with older boats, he
more than makes up for in experience in things digital, like computers and cameras.
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